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要・旨

eleC訂'oencephal0部'am (EEG)'based speechRecent research attempts an

rec0宮nition (neural decoding of speech) during speech perception or ilnagined

Speech for providin倉 a means ofcommunication for patients with severe motor

disabilities、 The 牙oal of the thesis is to propose novel features based on

knowled客e of neurophysi010宮y for the neural decodin客 because the previous

research is performance、oriented withoutthe understandin宮 ofthe underlyin曾

neural mechaniS皿. For the purpose, the thesis focused on neural phase

Synchronization with speech. The previous magnetoencephalography research

had show'n that synchronization during speech perception enables speech to be

Classified. The thesis investigated whether the synchronization enables both

P田'ceived and ima宮ined speech to be classified usin晉 EEG.

Experiment l investi宮ated the perforlnances in EEG'based decoding of

three Japanese spoken sentences usin号 different classifi飢'S 丘om the previous

Tesearch (template matchin宮: baseline,10今istic regression, support vector

machine (SVM), and random fm'est) and usin牙 Phase 血formation in multiple

frequency bands relevant to linguistic processin套. The trained models w'ere

evaluated by subject、dependent and "independent lnanners. Results show'ed

the best accuracies achieved 50.0% in svM trained by theta and 50.5% in

SVM tTained by multiP1巳丘'equency bands (delta, theta, alpha, beta, and

套amma)in subject'dependent and 'independent classification, respectively.

Experiment 2 investigated whether EEGs during ima目ined speech

Synchronize with the rhythm of the ima宮ery. Because of the unobservable

nature of the speech ima牙巳1'y, the ima芸ined speech was replaced with the

Overt counterpart.1 re宮ressed three types of overt nonsense speech envelopes

の 要

.

旨



from EEG during tbe speech ilna宮ery and calculate tbe corre1呂.tion between

the re套ressed envelope and the overt speech envelope、 The telnplate matchin目

Classified the speech to clarify whether EEG phases durin今 the ima今ined

Speech are lnodulated depending on the speech ima宮ery. The variability ofthe

duration of the ima冨ined speech a仇'oss trials was corrected usin宮 dynamic

time warpin宮(DTW). Results showed a significant coTrelation between the
ノ

EEG、based re宮ressed envelope and the overt speech one. Tbe avera晉e

Classification accuracy achieved 38.5%, which si晉nificantly outperfoTmed a

Chance of rate (33.3%).1n ExpeTiment 3, the synchronization durin留 the

ima宮ined speech in the linguistic relevant frequency bands (from delta to

今amma) and classification performances was investi容ated usin宮 meanin客ful

Sentences. PLvs were calculated per 丘'equency band. The DTW'based

template matchin宮 and svM trained by features extracted usin套 a common

Spatial pattern classi丘ed three types of speech. As results, the theta band

Showed the mar号ina11y si宮nificant pLVS. The DTW・based telnplate matchin宮

trained by theta phase pa此erns achieved mar套inaⅡy si目nぜicant peTformances

(43.1%) a倉且inst the chance rate (33.3%) in the subject'dependent classi丘Cation.

These results sU宮宮est that the EEG phase information induced by neural

Phase synchronization are enable to classi6T perceived speech and ima宮ined

Speech.



信兪文審査結果の要旨)

The 30al of the thesis is to propose novel fヒatures based on kno、Nledge of
.

neurophysi010gy for the neural decoding because the previous research ls

Per血rmance・oriented without the understanding of the underlying neural mechanism.

For the purpose, the thesiS 血Cused on neural phase synC11ronization 、vith speech. The

Previous magnetoencephalography research had shown that synC11ronization during

Speech perception enables speech to be classi丘ed. The thesis invest地ated whether the

SynC11ronization enables both perceived and imagined speech to be classifled using EEG.

The thesis conducted t11ree experiments. The 丘rst experiment invest電ated the

Per血rmances in EEG・based decoding of 111ree Japanese spoken sentences usin号

different classifierS 丘'om the previous research (template matching baseline,10gistic

re号ression, support vector lnachine (SVM),釘ld r甜ldom forest). Results showed the best

accuracies achieved 50.0% in svM by multiple 丘equency band$(delta, theta, alpha,

beta, and ganmla). The second experiment 2 investi8ated whether EEGs during

ima部ned speech synC111'onize with the rhyt1血 ofthe imagery speech. Results showed a

Significant conelation bet、Neen the EEG・based re8ressed envelope and the overt speech

One. The avera筈e classification accuracy achieved 38.5%.1n the last experiment, the

SynC11ronization durina the imagined speech in the linguislic relevant 丘'equency bands

(負'om delta to gatt)tna) and classi丘Cation per血rmances was investigated using

meaning6.11 Sentences. The DT訊11-based template matchin8 trained by theta phase

Patterns achieved m雛旦加a11y significant performances (43.1%) against the chance rate

633%) i11the subject・dependent classification.1he thesis succeeded 血 demonstratina

the neuralphase information

The research proposed solutions to the problems which haven't been solved a11d series

Of his research resulted in two journal papers, one peer reviewed international

Con企rence paper, and t11ree domestic conference papers. As a result, the thesis is

SU伍Ciently qualifled as Doctoralthesis ofEng血eerina,
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